REMOTE TEACHING AND LEARNING OFFER AT ST MARIE’S PRIMARY SCHOOL

‘Each child has a divine beginning and an eternal destiny. We help him/her on that journey.’

St Marie’s Mission Statement
St Marie’s Academy recognises its responsibilities for child protection and the need for procedures to
ensure that the welfare of the child is paramount.
We believe that everyone is unique and of equal value. We believe that all children without exception have
the right to protection from abuse regardless of gender, ethnicity, disability, sexuality or beliefs. No child or
group of children will be treated any less favourably that others in being able to access services which
meet their needs.
Updated January 17th, 2021

Remote Education Support
Where a class, group or small number of pupils need to self-isolate, or there is a local lockdown requiring
pupils to remain at home St Marie’s will offer immediate remote education.
The Department for Education (DfE) published a temporary continuity direction under the coronavirus act
2020, which states all state-funded school age children must be provided “immediate access to remote
education” should they miss school due to coronavirus.
The direction comes into force on October 22nd 2020 and “will have effect until the end of the current
school year, unless it is revoked by a further direction”.

Replicating the classroom remotely
The DfE remote education good practice report, published 1 October 2020, states that the Education
Endowment Foundation (EEF) has found that the effectiveness of remote teaching is determined by many
of the same factors as those that determine the effectiveness of live classroom teaching. For example:
•
•
•
•

ensuring pupils receive clear explanations
supporting growth in confidence with new material through scaffolded practice
application of new knowledge or skills
enabling pupils to receive feedback on how to progress

These characteristics of good teaching are more important than the medium of delivery, be it in the ‘live’
classroom or through remote provision (whether or not that remote provision is live or pre-recorded). It is
important that schools consider how to transfer into remote education what we already know about
effective teaching in the live classroom.
Live classrooms enable important interaction between teachers and pupils through, for example,
questioning, eliciting and reflective discussion. These complex teacher skills in the live classroom are not
always easy to recreate in a remote environment, but where remote education recreates at least some
aspects of this interactivity and intentional dialogue, teaching is likely to be more effective, support pupil
motivation and lead to better progress.
Pupils in the early stages of their formal education are likely to have particular needs which cannot easily
be addressed in the same way as those of other pupils. Likewise, some pupils with SEND will require
specific approaches tailored to their circumstances. Some suggestions are given for these cases later in this
document.
Access to appropriate devices and connectivity is essential for technology-led approaches to remote
education. However, securing access for all pupils is a significant challenge in many contexts. As schools
plan for potential future disruption, it may be helpful to:
•
maintain an up-to-date record of which pupils and families do not have device or internet access
•
consider how school technology resources could be used in future to support pupils without
sufficient remote facilities.

Our key principles at St Marie’s
 The online safety of our children is paramount and GDPR is carefully managed.





All pupils should have access to the same high quality standard and amount of education whether
they are in school or at home.
The core curriculum content (most crucial learning) is prioritised to ensure that pupils continue to
make strong progress.
A blended approach to teaching and learning underpins our curriculum design.

Removing barriers
 All pupils will have access to appropriate devices through investment in technology.
 Our teachers will have ongoing training and access to suitable equipment.
When teaching pupils remotely, staff will:


Make themselves available every weekday, for drop-in sessions for any pupils who may need
additional help, advice, or support.



Set assignments so that pupils have meaningful and ambitious work each day in a number of
different subjects



Ensure work that is set, aligns to the regular curriculum taught in school



Teach a planned and well-sequenced curriculum so that knowledge and skills are built
incrementally, with a good level of clarity about what is intended to be taught and practised in each
subject



Provide frequent, clear explanations of new content, delivered by a teacher in the school or
through high-quality curriculum resources or videos



Gauge how well pupils are progressing through the curriculum, using questions and other suitable
tasks



Respond to the children’s learning every day, but not necessarily on an individual basis as might
happen in class.



Adjust the pace or difficulty of what is being taught in response to questions or assessments,
including, where necessary, revising material or simplifying explanations to ensure pupils’
understanding.



Ensure the needs of any pupils with SEND are being met appropriately, using differentiated
materials if necessary.



Plan a programme that is of equivalent length to the core teaching pupils would receive in school,
ideally including daily contact with teachers



Log pupil participations and motivation and feed this back to parents/carers



Ensure any child without internet access, or who is only able to access the internet via a smart
phone, is provided with a full, printed pack of the same work, including copies of teacher’s planned
power point slides/flipcharts.

St Marie’s remote education offer




















All content will be accessed through the individual accounts in Microsoft 365 - Teams.
The teacher will take a daily register through Teams to confirm that all children are ready to learn in
school and at home. This sets the expectation. A short introduction to the day will be shared at
this point. The school office will then follow up promptly on any child who is not present in the
actual classroom or virtual classroom.
Teachers can choose to provide the individual lesson content either by:
o Sharing their screen live for key parts of the lesson [ensuring that this is not shared when
this is not appropriate].
o Pre-recording core teacher explanations for each lesson.
Reading:
o For those on the programme, daily RWI lesson clips are assigned according to the groups
(from the portal). Matched decodable books / e-books will be provided for practice.
o The teacher records a short video of reading part of the current class story and this is posted
for each day for all classes.
o For those off the programme, they should continue to read their individual reading for
pleasure books.
Mathematics:
o Mathematics lessons are assigned using Teams (e.g. Maths Mastery, Hamilton Trust, Oak
Academy, Twinkl, Mymaths). The teacher ensures that the appropriate lessons are in place
to follow on from the lessons in school.
o In KS1 the teacher records a short maths meeting for each day to continue to practise the
key skills.
English
o Core lesson content is shared through live / recorded teacher input.
o Tasks assigned on Teams.
RE:
o An RE lesson is provided once per week.
o Daily collective worship through Ten: Ten is shared live.
Topic:
o Curriculum lesson content is shared through live / recorded teacher input on Teams.
o Pupils complete assigned tasks.
o Knowledge quizzes are on Teams for reviewing work.
Reviewing daily learning:
o A short check in on Teams at the end of each day to see how the pupils felt about their
learning:
 I have completed ….
 I found this easy / ok / hard
 I need extra help with this
 Additional comments
o Teachers will find ways to encourage metacognition and self-regulation, for example
through structured reflection within the daily self-review.
o The teachers will identify support sessions for small groups working remotely through
Teams to follow up on any areas where they may have struggled.
Safeguarding
o As a school, we recognise that there are increased risks through remote teaching and
learning and that we must manage these risks in order to continue to provide the
educational offer that our children are entitled to.
o When teaching from within the classroom, teachers will only ‘unmute’ at appropriate times.
This means that any behaviour management issues within the classroom can be addressed
without those at home hearing.
o The safeguarding procedures apply to remote teaching and learning as they would do in
school. Any issues should be logged / reported in the same way.

o Teachers should be alert to any changes in behaviour and/or well-being as the pandemic has
led to many new issues for families (financial pressure, work pressure, increased mental
health) and log any concerns.
o Where 1:1 tutoring sessions are taking place remotely, the parents must be in the same
room as the child.
o GDPR: please be cautious about any personal data that may be shared remotely, e.g. pupils’
work. We can do this but we wouldn’t share their name on the work.
Working smarter
 Workload is a key consideration.
 Teachers will be given additional time each half term to further develop the blended teaching and
learning offer.
 Teachers are encouraged to find innovative ways to create teaching and learning content
efficiently, e.g. by doing this once for multiple purposes.
 Recorded content should be considered as a valuable resource to use within lessons, before
lessons, after lessons to recap and indeed at home.
 It is important that we use Teams on a daily basis and give all pupils a reason to log in regularly so
that they are used to the format and remain motivated to learn. All homework will be shared
through Teams. The more content that we have on here generally makes it much easier when
people are isolating.
APPENDIX A below contains examples of the Virtual Learning offer for each class from EYFS to Year 6.

Technology Questionnaire carried out in Nov 2020
Access to appropriate devices and connectivity is essential for technology-led approaches to remote
education. However, securing access for all pupils is a significant challenge. As a school we have carried out
a technology survey to identify pupils and families who do not have a device or internet access.
122 families filled in the survey and only 3 did not have access to a digital device which would enable their
child to access online support/learning.
We have procured a total of 5 laptops for use by our families. 1 from the Government scheme, 1 donated
and 3 from the Learn Sheffield Laptop for Kids scheme. These will be distributed when required.
We have trialled using Teams successfully with a cohort of children who were isolating due to a positive
Covid test in their bubble last half term. We took feedback from the children when they returned to school
and 75% of the children said the engagement/seeing/hearing other children and their trusted adults were
the main positive of using Teams. They wanted to use it again if they were forced to isolate at home.
The teachers also reflected that the interaction and engagement between them and children with
questioning, discussion and feedback was the biggest positive. Tests and quizzes were useful where they
preceded or followed the teaching. Long, open-ended projects had weaker outcomes.
Class ‘Team’ meeting times have been staggered after feedback from parents via the questionnaire and the
following timetable was devised and shared with parents/carers Jan 5th, 2021.
EYFS
Morning learning
ONLINE LIVE
Intro to the day and
registration/Ten:Ten daily
collective worship/Intro to
English activities if applicable.

ENGLISH ACTIVITIES
English written work etc…/RWI
(including small group
interventions, RWI groups,
online or in school)

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

1010:30am

8.30-9am

9am – 9.30am

9.30am-10am

RWInc11am
Assigned
lesson

9am-10am
Organise RWI
accordingly.

9.30-10.30am
Year teams to organise
activities, rotations and use of
staff in the Year group team.

10am-11am
Additional time could be
used in the afternoon to
extend activities further.

10am-10.30am
10.30am-11am

10.30am-11am
11am-11.30am

11am-11.30am
11.30am-12pm

11am

11.30am

12pm

12pm-1pm
1-2pm

12.15pm-1.15pm
1.15pm-2.30pm

12.30pm-1.30pm
1.30-2.45pm

2pm

2.30

2.45pm

3pm

3.10/3.20

3pm/3.20

Break
MATHS PRE-RECORDED
Maths Activities
See Oak Academy sessions

MATHS DROP-IN
and self-directed maths
activities (see range of online
e.g. my maths, times tables
etc…)

Lunchtime
AFTERNOON LEARNING
Assigned through Teams. This
may be based around your
topic, RE or other
PSED/Healthy Minds, PE
activities. It could be a time for
interventions too.

ONLINE LIVE
Reading for pleasure/end of
the day prayer/reflection

End of the day

Y6

Live
maths
meeting
1:15
Oak
Maths
2:15 end
of day
Check in
3pm

APPENDIX A

My St Marie's EYFS Virtual Classroom
Class page:
Username:

Name:

@st-maries.sheffield.sch.uk

Password:

If we are not able to come into school due to COVID-19, we are going to continue our
learning from home using Microsoft Teams instead of Edmodo. This is so that we can have
more live video chats about our learning in a safe online environment.
Morning
At 10:00 am, we would like you to join the class meeting for registration. During this morning
meeting, we will talk through the timetable for the day and explain the tasks we would like you to
complete. While we are gathered each morning, we’ll hold a collective worship including prayer to
begin our day.
All the tasks for the whole day will be in the class area on Microsoft Teams and this is where you
can share your work.
Mathematics

PSED

There will be regular short maths lesson
relating to our current learning to set you
some fun challenges to complete.

Within our Personal, Social and Emotional
Development we will make suggestions and set
challenges of ways you can think and talk about
your feelings, ways you can help others and ways
you can relax and stay calm.

Remember, you can do lots of maths learning
at home like hunting for different shapes,
making simple patterns or counting as you
help around your home.

PE
English and Phonics
English lessons take place daily. These will be
based on a class story of the week. We will
set you different fun challenges to develop
your English skills. This could include talking,
drawing, reading, creating, or writing
activities.
We will also post links to Read Write Inc
lessons so you can continue with phonics
learning at home.

Try to be active every day. There will be regular
active challenges and links to dance and yoga
sessions in the class materials folder.
RE and Catholic Life
The RE topic will be addressed in our daily
collective worship each morning.

End of the day
At 2.30 pm each day, we will meet again on Teams for our end of day prayer. This will also be an
opportunity to celebrate the work completed and to reflect on our learning.

My St Marie's Year 1Virtual Classroom
Class page:
Username:

Name:
@st-maries.sheffield.sch.uk

Password:

If we are not able to come into school due to COVID-19, we are going to continue our
learning from home using Microsoft Teams instead of Edmodo. This is so that we can
have more live video chats about our learning in a safe online environment.

Registration

At 8.30am, we would like you to join the class meeting for registration and prayers to begin our
day. During this time, we will talk through some of the activities for the day. At the end of
this time will be the English input for the morning.
Each morning we will upload a suggested timetable for the day. This will have all of the
activities and links you may need. At the end of this document will be some resources you
might want to use. You could print some of these off or create your own.
If you are able to, you can upload any work that you have done. This could be a photograph or
a document. You can write a comment to tell us what you have done.

Mathematics

Every day, there will be a maths lesson
relating to our current learning. This will be
a recorded lesson for you to watch and
have a go at the activities.

English
English lessons will be daily. The input for
this will be at the end of the morning
registration session at 8.30am. They could
be based on a class text that we are reading
and could involve reading comprehension,
English skills and writing activities. These
lessons might be taking place live or parts
of the lesson may be recorded for you to
watch!

Science

There will be science lessons included each
week. Please look out for the tasks that are
on the suggested daily timetables that will be
uploaded each day.
PE
Try to be active every day. There will be
regular active challenges and links to
activities that you can do at home.

RE and Catholic Life
Every week, there will be RE lessons based on
our topic in class and as mentioned earlier,
you will be able join your class for collective
worship each day.
Look out for the activities on the suggested
daily timetables that will be uploaded each
day.

Afternoon meet
At 2:00 pm each day, we will meet again on Teams. This is where we will talk about what you
have been doing during the day. It will be a chance to share what you have done. We will then
end this meeting with our end of day prayers.

Year 1 Daily timetable January 2021
8.30-9am- Online live input
Register and prayers
Input for the English lesson
9am-10am
English Online drop in.
A member of the Y1 team will be available to support children online
at this time with their English activities.
Break 10am-10.30am
10.30am-11am Maths pre-recorded lessons.
A new link will be available daily for you to access.
11am
Maths Online drop in.
A member of the Y1 team will be available to support children online
at this time with their maths activities.

12pm-1pm Lunchtime
1-2pm
Afternoon learning – See the daily sheet for activities and links for
you to use.
2- 2.30pm
Online input from one of the Year 1 team.
Activities may include reading aloud, activity related to the
afternoon learning.
Ending with prayers/ reflection
3pm End of the day

My St Marie's Year 2 Virtual Classroom
As we are not able to come into school due to COVID-19, we are going to continue our
learning from home using Microsoft Teams instead of Edmodo. This is so that we can have
more live video chats about our learning in a safe online environment.

Registration
At 8.45 am, we would like you to join the class meeting for registration. During this morning
meeting, we will talk through the timetable for the day (each day we will post a new schedule in
Files / Class Materials) and explain the tasks we would like you to complete.
While we are gathered each morning, we will hold a collective worship including prayer to begin our
day.
All the tasks for the whole day will be in the Class Materials folder in Files on Microsoft Teams and
this is where you can submit your work.
We have structured the day to keep us in some form of routine, but we are aware that it may not
always fit with learning at home, so please feel free to adapt as appropriate and / or contact us to
discuss.

Mathematics
Every day, there will be a maths lesson
relating to our current learning.

English
English lessons will be daily. They will include
RWI links and activities based on our topic.
This will involve reading comprehension,
English skills (e.g., spelling, punctuation, and
grammar work) and writing activities.

Topic /Science
You may be asked to conduct some research or
take part in online knowledge quizzes and
interactive games to play based on our topic.
PE
Try to be active every day. There will be regular
active challenges and links to virtual P.E. lessons
in the class materials folder.
RE and Catholic Life
Every week, there will be RE lessons based on
our topic in class and as mentioned earlier, you
will be able join your class for collective worship
each day.

Self-Review
At 2.15 pm each day, we will meet again on Teams for our end of day prayer. This will also be an
opportunity to review the work that you have done and reflect on your learning - was it
straightforward or was it challenging? Remember, if you need some extra help, you can contact us
for any advice or feedback.

St Marie's Year 3Virtual Classroom
Due to COVID-19, we are going to continue our learning from home using Microsoft Teams. This is to
enable us to have more live video chats about our learning in a safe online environment.

Registration
At 9:00 am, we would like you to join the class meeting for registration. During this morning meeting, we’ll explain
the tasks we would like you to complete. While we are gathered together each morning, we’ll hold a collective
worship to begin our day.
All the tasks for the whole day will be on Microsoft Teams and this is where you can save your work.

Mathematics

Science

Every day, there will be a maths lesson relating to
our current learning. The first few weeks will be
about multiplication and division. We will put a link
on Teams for you each day for the lesson we are
doing. The My Maths website also has lessons on
this subject if you need extra support. You can also
use activities such as Hit the Button.

There will be a weekly science lesson in the class
materials file on Teams. You may be asked to do some
research a topic or carry out an investigation at home.
There may also be some online knowledge quizzes,
lessons, and interactive games which we will tell you
about each week.

English
English and RE lessons will be introduced to the
whole class in the morning meeting or tasks will be
set on Teams.
Weekly spelling activities will be added to Teams
too. For extra practise please use Spelling Frame.
Remember you can practise your spellings using SOS
any spare time you have. (write the word, trace it,
copy it, eyes shut saying it aloud each time)

PE
Try to be active every day. Here are some things you
can use:
Go Noodle (use You Tube)
Joe Wickes
Fun workout for kids (You Tube)
RE and Catholic Life
Every week, there will be RE lessons based on our topic
in class and as mentioned earlier, you will be able join
your class for collective worship each day.

Self-Review
At 2:30pm each day, we will meet again on Teams for our end of day prayer. This will also be an opportunity to
listen to a story or share the work that you have done. If you have any questions about the work, you can use
Teams to post a message.

My St Marie's YEAR 4 Virtual Classroom
If we are not able to come into school due to COVID-19, we are going to continue our
learning from home using Microsoft Teams instead of Edmodo. This is so that we can
have more live video chats about our learning in a safe online environment.

Registration

At 9:30 am, we would like you to join the class meeting for registration. During this morning
meeting, we’ll talk through the timetable for the day and explain the tasks we would like you to
complete. While we are gathered together each morning, we’ll hold a collective worship
including prayer to begin our day.
All the tasks for the whole day will be in the class area on Microsoft Teams and this is where
you can submit your work.

Mathematics

Every day, there will be a maths lesson
relating to our current learning. Don’t
forget- there is always work related to our
topics on My Maths and you can keep on
top of your times tables and mental
arithmetic using other online learning
platforms such as TTRockstars and
www.timetables.co.uk.
English
English lessons will be daily. They will be
mainly based on our history topic and could
will also involve reading comprehension,
English skills (eg. SPaG work) and writing
activities. These lessons might be taking
place live or parts of the lesson may be
recorded for you to watch!

Science

There will be science lessons in the class area
on Teams. You may be asked to research a
topic or carry out an investigation at home.
There may also be some online knowledge
quizzes and interactive games to play based on
our topic

PE
Try to be active every day. There will be
active challenges and links to virtual P.E.
lessons in the class materials folder.
RE and Catholic Life
Every week, there will be RE lessons based on
our topic in class and as mentioned earlier,
you will be able join your class for collective
worship each day.

Self-Review
At 2:30 pm each day, we will meet again on Teams for our end of day prayer. This will also be an
opportunity to review the work that you have done and reflect on your learning- was it
straightforward or was it challenging? If you need some extra help, you can contact us for any
advice or feedback.

Mon
SB/RK/JMc am
SB/JMc pm
(Online JMc/SB)

Tue
SB/JMc am
SB/ JMc pm RK
(Online- BTam and Rk
pm)

Wed
SB/RK/JMc am
JMc PPA am
SB/BT pm

Morning
learning
Spelling/
Individual
reading

Morning
learning
Times
tables

Live Teams
input

10:3010:50

staff

8.309.00am

(Handwashing
before lunch)

12:1513:15

2020 – 2021, Year 4 Spring Term 1, Week 2 : 11th - 15th January- 2021
Online
drop in

Ten
Ten/
English

English/History 3
(SB)
Write notes for an
Anglo Saxon diary

B

JM
c

Time 4

L

Art/DT
Finish Anglo Saxon/Viking
boats

SB

Ten
Ten/
English

English/History 4
(JMc)
Draft an Anglo
Saxon diary

R

BT

U

Science
(SB)
BT PPA
JMc Zoom meeting
(RK to fill in this week.)

SB

Ten
Ten/
English

English History
(SB)
Edit/ Write up an
Anglo Saxon diary

E

BT

Maths
(BT to
plan and
post)

N

RE
(BT)
Explore and reveal 1

BT

Ten
Ten/
English

English/ comprehension
Usain Bolt
(BT to plan and post)

10.
4011a
m

JMc

Maths
BT to plan
and post

Maths

Maths
Time 5

(BT to
plan/post)

Individual
reading

Morning
learning
Individual
reading

Online
drop in

(BT online am)
BT/JMc pm
(SB online pm)

Thu
BT/RK am
BT/JMc pm
(Online –JMc)

Fri
BT/ RK am
(SB online am- PPA)

Morning
learning
Individual
reading

Morning
learning
Individual
reading

A
Ten
Ten/
English

English/ History
(SB)

K

SB

Maths
SB
(BT to plan
and post)

C

Music
Stop!
Lesson 2
(BT)
SB PPA

H

BT/JF??

PE
Dance
Winte
r
Sport
s2
(BT)

BT

BT/JF

15:0015:20

2020 – 2021, Year 4 – Mrs Borland
Online
drop in
11.30am

Online drop
in 2.303.00pm

12:1513:15

Live Teams
input

10:3010:50

8.309.00am

Spring Term 1

Morning
learning

Ten
Ten/
English

English/History
.

B

Maths

L

Art/DT

Morning
learning

Ten
Ten/
English

English/History

R

Maths

U

Science:

Morning
learning

Ten
Ten/
English

English/ History

E

Maths

N

RE

Morning
learning

Ten
Ten/
English

English/ History

A

Maths

Morning
learning

Ten
Ten/
English

English/ History

Music

C
K

PE
Dance/
Winter
Sports

Maths

H

FUN FRIDAY

Quiet reading

My St Marie's YEAR 5 Virtual Classroom
Class page:
Username:

Name:
@st-maries.sheffield.sch.uk

Password:

If we are not able to come into school due to COVID-19, we are going to continue our
learning from home using Microsoft Teams instead of Edmodo. This is so that we can have
more live video chats about our learning in a safe online environment.
Registration
At 8:30am, you will be set a task for your morning learning. At 9:30 am, we would like you to join
the class meeting for registration. During this morning meeting, we’ll talk through the timetable
for the day, go through our morning learning and explain the tasks we would like you to complete.
While we are gathered together each morning, we’ll hold a collective worship including prayer to
begin our day.
All the tasks for the whole day will be in the class area on Microsoft Teams and this is where you
can submit your work.
Mathematics
Every day, there will be a maths lesson
relating to our current learning. We will be
working through tasks on My Maths and Oak
Academy. You can keep on top of your times
tables and mental arithmetic using other
online learning platforms such as TTRockstars
and Daily 10.
English
English lessons will be daily. They could be
based on a class text that we are reading and
could involve reading comprehension, English
skills (eg. SPaG work) and writing activities.
These lessons might be taking place live or
shared with you to read through in your own
time.

Science
There will be science lessons posted on Teams.
You may be asked to research a topic or carry
out an investigation at home. There may also be
some online knowledge quizzes and interactive
games to play based on our topic

PE
Try to be active every day. There will be weekly
‘PE with Mr Littlejohn’ videos and links to virtual
P.E. lessons in the class materials folder.
RE and Catholic Life
Every week, there will be RE lessons based on
our topic in class and as mentioned earlier, you
will be able join your class for collective worship
each day.

Daily Drop-Ins
At 12:15pm, we will meet to review the work that you have done and reflect on your learning- was it
straightforward or was it challenging? We will also have 'drop-in' sessions throughout the day for
you to join if you need some extra help or would like to ask a question. At 2:45pm, each day, we will
meet again on Teams for our end of day prayer.

(Crosswords)

Joe Wicks

Tues

Wed

Thur

Fri

Teams Meeting
English/ Maths
Lesson

Spelling

Teams Meeting

Go Noodle

English/ Maths
Lesson

SPaG

Teams Meeting

Joe
Wicks

English/ Maths
Lesson

Maths

Teams Meeting

Go Noodle

Mindfulness
Colouring

Joe
Wicks

English/ Maths
Lesson

Teams Meeting
English/ Maths
Lesson

Drop- in sessions
with Miss Scriven
and Mr Siggs

B

11:30-12:30
Drop- in sessions with
Miss Scriven and Mr
Siggs

L

14:4515:00

10-11

13:30- 14:45

Reading
and/ or Lexia

RE

12:15 Teams Meeting
Drop- in sessions
with Miss Scriven
and Mr Siggs

R

Drop- in sessions with
Miss Scriven and Mr
Siggs

U

Reading
and/ or Lexia

Art

N

Reading
and/ or Lexia

English/ Maths Science

C

Reading
and/ or Lexia

PE

H

Reading
and/ or Lexia

Art

12:15 Teams Meeting
Drop- in sessions
with Miss Scriven
and Mr Siggs

Drop- in sessions
with Miss Scriven
and Mr Siggs

ICT

E

A

12:15 Teams Meeting
Drop- in sessions with
Miss Scriven and Mr
Siggs

12:15 Teams Meeting

Drop- in sessions
with Miss Scriven
and Mr Siggs

K

Drop- in sessions with
Miss Scriven and Mr
Siggs

12:15 Teams Meeting

Please contact Miss Scriven or Mr Siggs on Teams if you need help with your work 

End of Day Teams Meeting (Running Wild)

Mon

Spelling

9:30- 10

12:30
13:30

Day

8:30
9:30

11-11:30

Year 5 Virtual Learning Timetable

My St Marie's YEAR 6 Virtual Classroom
Class page: class link from TEAMS
Username: *******@st-maries.sheffield.sch.uk

Name: ****
Password: ****

If we are not able to come into school due to COVID-19, we are going to continue our
learning from home using Microsoft Teams instead of Edmodo. This is so that we can
have more live video chats about our learning in a safe online environment.

Registration
At 9:15 am, we would like you to join the class meeting for registration. During this
morning meeting, we’ll talk through the timetable for the day and explain the tasks we
would like you to complete. While we are gathered together each morning, we’ll hold a
collective worship including prayer to begin our day.
All the tasks for the whole day will be in the class area on Microsoft Teams and this is
where you can submit your work.

Mathematics

Every day, there will be a maths lesson
relating to our current learning. Don’t
forget- there is always work related to
our topics on My Maths and you can
keep on top of your times tables and
mental arithmetic using other online
learning platforms such as TTRockstars
and Daily 10.

PE
Try to be active every day. There will be
regular active challenges and links to
virtual P.E. lessons in the class materials
folder.

English
English lessons will be daily. They could
be based on a class text that we are
reading and could involve reading
comprehension, English skills (eg. SPaG

work) and writing activities. These
lessons might be taking place live or parts
of the lesson may be recorded for you to
watch!

RE and Catholic Life
Every week, there will be RE lessons
based on our topic in class and as
mentioned earlier, you will be able join
your class for collective worship each
day.

Science
There will be science lessons in the class
area on Teams. You may be asked to
research a topic or carry out an
investigation at home. There may also be
some online knowledge quizzes and
interactive games to play based on our
topic.

Self-Review
At 3:00 pm each day, we will meet again on Teams for our end of day prayer. This will
also be an opportunity to review the work that you have done and reflect on your
learning- was it straightforward or was it challenging? If you need some extra help, you
can contact us for any advice or feedback.

10-10:40

Morning meeting

11:00-12:30pm

Collective worship

Morning meeting

Maths

English

Collective worship

TTRockstars Battle
@home vs @school
10-10:30- Year 6AF

TTRockstars Battle
@home vs @school
11-11:30- Year 6KW

Talk through
assignments
Morning meeting

We
d

Collective worship

2:30pm- 3pm

History topic

Whole class
story time and
end of day
reflection

Science

Whole class
story time and
end of day
reflection

Guided reading small group meetings
Group 1- 11-11:30
Group 2- 11:30-12
Group 3- 12-12:30

Talk through
assignments

Tues

1:30 – 2:30pm

English
Maths

Mon

Lunch

9:30-10

Break

Weekly Timetable Year 6 Remote Learning- Spring 1

English
Maths

Talk through
assignments

Guided reading small group meetings
Group 1- 11-11:30
Group 2- 11:30-12
Group 3- 12-12:30

R.E.

English

History topic

Whole class
story time and
end of day
reflection

Morning meeting
Maths
Thurs

Collective worship

P.E. with Mr Littlejohn
11-11:30- Year 6KW
11:30-12- Year 6AF
English

Talk through
assignments
Morning meeting
Maths
Fri

Collective worship
Talk through
assignments

Guided reading small group meetings
Group 1- 11-11:30
Group 2- 11:30-12
Group 3- 12-12:30

Art/Music

Whole class
story time and
end of day
reflection

Whole class
story time and
end of day
reflection

